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ABSTRACT
The pace of development for new photovoltaic structures such as the inverted meta-morphic (IMM) III-V cells, exceeds the pace at which spectrally matched, calibrated, solar cells can be created due to the infrequent opportunities of balloon or space based calibration. As such, laboratories must rely on previous generation AM0 calibrated cells and make appropriate corrections. Equally challenging is measuring the same cells in space without a controlled laboratory environment. It is within this context, the 3 rd Forward Technology Solar Cell Experiment (FTSCE III), measured three, four and five junction advanced technology solar cells in space. This report compares the beginning-of-life in-flight measurements with the laboratory measurements made before flight.
INTRODUCTION
Historically, the technique for AM0 calibration of solar cells was to measure cells under near AM0 conditions on a high altitude balloon (~35km) or aircraft. Unfortunately for the world-wide solar cell community, there has not been a high-altitude balloon flight since 2005 by either NASA or CNES, the two traditional providers of these flights. Since that time, there has been an entire generation of GaInP/GaAs/Ge multijunction flight qualified cells that did not benefit from the use of AM0 calibrated reference cells. Instead, laboratories used previous generation calibrated cells, which have very similar spectral response, and applied either a spectral correction factor, or relied on high fidelity solar simulators to minimize the difference between the previous generation and current generation cells. These practices have proven to be relatively successful substantially due the fact that all cells grown on germanium substrates had very similar spectral response, and beginning-of-life (BOL) cells behave as two-junction cells with respect to current matching, because the Ge cell has a large amount of excess current. Not to understate the challenge of measuring cells without an AM0 standard, but for the most part, BOL cells grown on germanium behave as if the current is controlled by at most two junctions.
However, the next generation of the highest efficiency solar cells under development no longer have a current rich germanium bottom cell and all junctions in these new cells are much closer to current matched. Each sub cell has a narrower spectral response, making it more difficult to rely on calibration standards of previous generation cell types. It is within this context a space solar cell experiment was flown on the International Space Station (ISS) with three and four junction IMM cells as well as five-junction semiconductor bonded cells. This paper compares the in-flight BOL and preflight measurements to examine the efficacy of groundbased measurements of IMM III-V cells where no calibrated standard cell exists. 
CATALOG OF CELLS
Tab.1 shows the matrix of multi-junction cells where high fidelity ground (I-V) measurements were available. Also shown is the bias condition cells were held at when not being measured. Fig. 1 shows the locations of the active solar cell samples.
SolAero Cells
The majority of SolAero cells were mounted on a honeycomb substrate instrumented with two temperature sensors. Most cells were encapsulated between two cover glasses (DCG), front and back, although one string was mounted using a rigid substrate CTE matched to GaAs. Two of the large area 3J-IMM cells (7, 8) were mounted to a sparse grid of synthetic fibers used on ATK's UltraFlex™ solar array designs. One temperature sensor was mounted to the back of one of these cells. Details of the SolAero (formerly Emcore) FTSCE III coupons can be found in [1] . Details of the 3J-IMM and 4J-IMM cell designs (including spectral response data) are found in [2, 3] .
Apple spacer.
Spectrolab Cells
The Spectrolab cells were mounted on two honeycomb substrates and fully grouted with a space-grade RTV compound. The 3J-IMM and 4J-IMM designs are similar to those in reference [4] . The SBT cells were five junction stacks, with the top three cells grown lattice matched to GaAs and the bottom two junctions matched to InP [5] . During experiment integration, one of the large area 3J-IMM cells experienced a cabling issue, which prevented any on-orbit measurements being collected on that cell.
SPACE-BASED MEASUREMENTS
The measurement electronics were developed at the NASA Glenn Research Center, for the first FTSCE, and a "build to print" with minor modifications was built for FTSCE III. A comprehensive description of the circuitry is found in [6] . The electronics were attached to a separate deck and stacked behind the solar panel deck (seen in Fig. 1 ). The electronics consisted of a central motherboard communicating with six daughter boards and relaying data to the central MISSE-8 communication board [7] . FTSCE III did not track the sun, and the best sun angle possible on each orbit was limited by the solar beta angle, which varied from +75 to −75 degree s with zero crossings roughly once a month. The FTSCE III motherboard would query the six daughter boards every 30 seconds for temperature and sun angle data and record these data points every 10 minutes into a rotating buffer, where the previous orbit's worth of environmental data was kept. Using the record of the previous orbit, the motherboard used a relative set point of temperature or sun angle to acquire I-V curves. Fig. 2 is a typical I-V curve on a multi-junction cell collected by FTSCE III. Only those I-V curves with a recorded sun angle between normal incidence and 45° are considered. At angles larger than 45°, the space station structure can create shadows or reflections. Even with this restricted angle, there are spurious data points from ISS operations such as vehicle docking or extra vehicular activities (EVAs). Only in a few cases did we attempt to remove these spurious data, as they do not significantly affect the results.
DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The I-V curves are reduced to the performance parameters short circuit current (Isc), open circuit voltage (Voc), current at maximum power (Imp), voltage at maximum power (Vmp), and maximum power (Pmp). These data were corrected to the same reporting condition as the pre-flight characterization by correcting for sun angle, sun-earth distance, and temperature. The voltages, Voc and Vmp, were also adjusted based on the current contribution between the measured Isc when data were collected, and the nominal AM0 current.
Temperature measurement of these cells was particularly challenging. While the on-orbit temperature coefficient measurements of open circuit voltage show the expected linear behaviour as in Fig. 3 , the absolute temperature of the cells was difficult to determine since a single temperature sensor was employed to monitor the temperature of all cells on a substrate. Furthermore, the ability of the temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the cell is problematic due to the nonmetallic face sheets the cells were attached to on the honeycomb substrate. While cell voltage is a strong function of temperature, the short circuit current (Isc) and maximum power current (Imp) are only weakly temperature dependent.
The ability to extract a high quality current temperature coefficient is made more complicated by the nature of the test conditions on-orbit. Unlike a laboratory environment, where one would maintain a constant intensity and vary the cell temperature, on-orbit the cell temperature is varied by the changing intensity due to off-pointing of the sun. Therefore, the current temperature coefficient depends on accurately correcting for cosine loss, which has its own uncertainty. Fig. 4 shows Imp vs. temperature corrected for intensity for the 3J-IMM marked "2" string in Fig.1 . Fig . 5 shows the Imp vs. temperature plot for the other SolAero 3J-IMM string (number "1" in Fig. 1 ) showing considerably less temperature dependence than the similar string (Fig. 4) . The slope of the fitted lines in the graphs of figures 3, 4 and 5 correspond to the temperature coefficients used to correct these data to standard operating conditions, and are presented explicitly later in the paper.
FLIGHT VS. GROUND MEASUREMENTS
Because the flight test articles are mounted on honeycomb substrates, large area pulse solar simulators (LAPSS) are used in laboratories to illuminate the cells for I-V measurements. The short pulse (~1-2 milliseconds) of the LAPSS prevents the cells from heating during the measurements and the temperature of the panels can be maintained. LAPSS systems do present their own measurement challenges though.
Typically, these simulators have uniform spectral content and intensity for only one or two milliseconds. With few exceptions, laboratories do not have proper instrumentation to characterize the intensity and full spectral content of the flash pulse. This type of characterization is commonplace for continuous solar simulators, but for LAPSS systems the instrumentation is often prohibitively expensive. Without full understanding of the LAPSS spectral content, making a spectral mismatch correction is not possible [8] . Thus, it is usually the practice, to choose the closest spectrally matched calibrated cells, and hope the fidelity of the solar simulator is a good enough match to AM0 that the cell I-V curve will be accurately reproduced. A ground based calibrated isotype sub cells would be the best alternative, but are often not available for developmental cells where cell-to-cell differences can be relatively large. Table 2 . On-orbit performance parameters (BOL) and temperature coefficients compared to laboratory pre-flight ground measurements (GRD) for SolAero cells.
SolAero Cell Type/Parameter

4J-IMM
3J
SolAero Cells Measurement Comparison
Tab. 2 shows BOL on-orbit temperature coefficients, and the I-V performance measurements compared to the pre-flight laboratory measurements made at SolAero corrected to AM0 and 28°C. Across all cells, the laboratory measurements show higher Voc and Vmp values. This difference, between the on-orbit Voc and Vmp is likely due to systemic errors in determining the temperature of individual cells on-orbit. In the laboratory, temperature is well controlled and cells are at a uniform temperature. In space, where the thermal environment is driven by the changing view to the sun, the Earth, and deep space, the temperature of a cell maybe considerably different than the temperature sensor itself. This observation is consistent with the location of the temperature sensor being underneath the substrate face sheet. The front side of the face sheet with the cells being illuminated by the sun, will naturally be warmer than backside of the face sheet where the temperature sensor is located.
Further evidence for the systemic errors of the on-orbit temperature measurement, is the fact that the 4J-IMM cells show the greatest Voc difference implying the 4J-IMM cells are running hotter than other cells on the same panel. The 4J-IMM cells were the only cells not biased near their maximum power point (Pmax), but at Isc. This would cause the 4J-IMM cells to run hotter than those biased at Pmax, since ~25% more of the solar energy would be converted to heat compared to other cells on the plate where the bias load would shed energy from the cell.
It is not unreasonable to argue that the laboratory Voc measurements and the on-orbit Voc should be very close in value if they were measured at the same temperature. If we assume that the laboratory measurements of temperature are more reliable than the on-orbit temperature measurements, we can use the temperature coefficients to calculate the implied temperature difference and adjust the I-V parameters accordingly.
Doing so, reduces the percentage difference between the lab and on-orbit power measurements to roughly the percentage differences in Imp, as the Vmp values are then in good agreement in most instances. That leaves approximately a ±2% band around the on-orbit measurements, with the 3J-IMM large area cells consistently measured lower current values in the lab than on-orbit, and the 4J-IMM and the 3J-IMM strings measured as higher in current in the lab than the onorbit data would suggest. Given the uncertainty in the spectral content of the LAPSS and the lack of spectrally matched calibrated reference cells, the laboratory and on-orbit measurements are remarkably close.
Spectrolab Cells Measurement Comparison
The Spectrolab coupons were measured in much the same way in the laboratory as the SolAero panels. The outliers, one of the SBT cells, is significantly lower than on-orbit, and one of the 3J-IMM strings significantly higher, are interesting because the Vmp values are further off than the Voc values, so one cannot immediately attribute the difference to temperature differences between the lab and on-orbit. Likewise, the Imp values are significantly further off than the Isc values. Since both Imp and Vmp are off, and temperature seems an unlikely cause, it suggests that spectral current matching maybe more of an issue for these two cells. If this is so, it makes the case for obtaining calibrated isotype cells for the cell under test or fully characterizing the spectral content of the LAPSS for performing a spectral mismatch correction.
SUMMARY
The FTSCE III on-orbit data of IMM and other advanced multi-junction technologies have been analysed and compared to the pre-flight measurements. Given the lack of calibration standards for these cell types, laboratory measurements were successful at predicting the BOL performance of these cells. There were however errors attributed to temperature discrepancies between on-orbit and the laboratory, and potentially a lack of spectral matching between LAPSS systems and AM0.
